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The first prompt photon measurement from the CDF experiment at the Fermilab pp Collider is
presented. Two independent methods are used to measure the cross section: one for high transverse
momentum (Pz ) and one for lower PT. Comparisons to various theoretical calculations are shown.
The cross section agrees qualitatively with QCD calculations but has a steeper slope at low PT .
PACS number(s): 13.85.Qk, 12.38.Qk, 13.85.Ni

I. OVERVIEW OF THE PHYSICS) DETECTOR,
AND METHODS

A. Prompt photon physics

Prompt photon production in hadronic interactions
provides a test of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [1—3]
and a constraint on parton distributions [4—11]. The dif-
ferential cross section for prompt photon production has
been used by experiments to extract a gluon distribu-
tion [12]. The high center-of-mass energy of the Fermi-
lab Tevatron allows us to test QCD and probe the gluon
distribution at high momentum transfer in a previously
unexplored range of zT ——2PT/+s (0.016 ( xT ( 0.070)
where gluons are the dominant partons. This process is
complementary to deep inelastic scattering and to the
hadronic production of TV and Z bosons and jets. Since
the photon's energy and direction can be measured with
no uncertainties induced by hadronization, this process
has an advantage over jet production measurements, es-
pecially at low transverse momentum.

This topic has been well-explored theoretically [13—19].
The leading order diagrams for photon production in pp
collisions are indicated in Fig. 1. The dominant leading
-order diagram for low and intermediate energy photon
production is the first diagram in this set, the Compton
diagram. As a consequence the cross section is sensitive
to the gluon content of the proton. The other leading or-
der diagram is qq annihilation, shown in Fig. 1(b). Next-
to-leading order (NLO) QCD calculations have been per-
formed for the prompt photon cross section; two NLO
diagrams are shown in Fig. 1(c), the left one an exam-
ple of initial-state gluon radiation, the right one final-
state gluon radiation. Figure 1(d) shows two examples of

prompt photons associated with jets, the bremsstrahlung
process. The left diagram calculated with perturbative
QCD, has collinear singularities which are absorbed into
the photon fragmentation function in the right diagram.
In the bremsstrahlung process the photon is produced
with nearby hadrons and the experimental isolation cut
is an important consideration.

c)

FIG. 1. (a) Leading order Compton QCD diagrams for
prompt photon production, (b) leading order annihilation
diagrams, (c) two next-to-leading-order diagrams, and (d)
two examples of photon bremsstrahlung, a perturbative QCD
part (left) and a part using a photon fragmentation function
(right).
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B. Prompt photon detection C. The CDF detector

Throughout this article the term prompt (or direct)
photons is used to indicate photons produced in the ini-
tial hadronic collision in contrast with those produced
by decays of hadrons such as vr and g mesons. The Col-
lider Detector Fermilab (CDF) detector is best equipped
to measure prompt photons which are isolated (not ac-
companied by a large amount of nearby energy), and an
explicit isolation cut is used in this measurement. The
signal-to-background ratio is enhanced by the isolation
cut. Since vr and g mesons are produced in jets, re-
quiring isolation greatly reduces hadronic backgrounds.
This cut suppresses (but does not eliminate) the portion
of the cross section that comes from the bremsstrahlung
process, which is beneficial since this process is not well-
understood theoretically.

Even narrowing the class of events to those with a well-
isolated photon candidate leaves a substantial number of
events with hadrons that "fake" a single prompt pho-
ton. To measure the prompt rate requires one or more
methods to evaluate this nonprompt background rate.
The CDF experiment had two statistical methods avail-
able for the data taken during the 1988—1989 collider run.
Both methods depend on the fact that the photons from
hadron decays are accompanied by one or more addi-
tional photons. One method, the profile method, uses
measurements of the transverse profile of the electromag-
netic shower in the calorimeter to quantify the fraction of
events with single photon showers. The second method,
the conversion method, depends on the fact that multi-
ple photons are more likely to produce an e+e pair in a
thin layer of material than a single photon.

The CDF detector is described in detail elsewhere
[20]. We describe briefly some of the detector systems
which are particularly important for the measurements
discussed here. The most important components of the
CDF detector for this analysis are the central calorime-
ters and tracking chambers. Throughout this discussion
we use a coordinate system with z along the direction
of the proton beam and with z = 0 at the nominal pp
crossing point. The polar angle 0 refers to the angle
&om the proton direction and r and P are the distance
from the beam line and the azimuthal angle, respec-
tively. Pseudorapidity, g, is defined by the expression
q = —ln (tan 0/2).

Figure 2 shows a portion of the CDF central detec-
tor. At the heart of the detector is a pair of tracking
chambers used for reconstructing charged particle tracks.
The vertex time projection chamber is used for obtain-
ing the event interaction point and for providing tracking
coverage beyond the central region of the detector, and
the central tracking chamber (CTC) provides the high
resolution, long lever arm measurement needed to recon-
struct charged track momenta from their bend in the 1.41
T solenoidal magnetic field [21, 22]. Just outside of the
central tracking chamber there are three layers of central
drift tubes (CDT's) that are used for additional charged
track r —P —z determination [23].

The CDT array is made of three layers of 1.27 cm di-
ameter stainless steel drift tubes, each 3 m long [23]. The
P coordinate is determined by the pulse timing informa-
tion, while the pulse height information determines the
z coordinate along the tube by charge division. Photons

CDF (one quadrant) SIDE VIEW
CENTRAL DETECTOR ONLY

CDF (one quadrant) VIEW
ALONG THE BEAMLINE

Central Electromagnetic
Strip Chamber (CES)

Hadron Calorimeter

Central Electromagnetic Cal. (outer)
CES ~

Central Electromagnetic Cal. (inner),
Superconductmg Coil

Central Trackiag

Chamber

Vertex TPC Beam Line

I I
1

1 ME1'eR Central Drift Tubes (CDT)

FEG. 2. Crass-sectianal view af ane quadrant af the CDF central detectar.
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TABLE I. Central electromagnetic calorimeter strip
chamber dimensions.

Perpendicular distance
to beam line

Chamber section 1
Wire readout

(ganged in pairs)
Strip readout

Chamber section 2
Wire readout

(ganged in pairs)
Strip readout

184 cm
6.2 cm& ~z~ &121.2 cm

32 pairs x 1.45 cm
69 strips x 1.67 cm

121.2 cm& ~z~ &239.6 cm

32 pairs x 1.45 cm
59 strips x 2.01 cm

&om the interaction vertex pass through a cylinder of
aluminum 9.3% of a radiation length thick, the central
tracking chamber wall, before reaching the CDT. In ad-
dition the initial two layers of the CDT act as an 8.5%
radiation length thick converter for the last layer. The
existence of this material allows us to use the conversion
rate prior to the third layer to determine the relative
mix of single photon and multiple photon (background)
events.

The central electromagnetic calorimeter is a conven-
tional lead-scintillator-type calorimeter with shifter bars
for light collection [24]. The calorimeter is segmented
into 48 independent wedge modules. The full central de-
tector is constructed of two rings of 24 wedges each that
make contact at z = 0. Each wedge subtends 15 in az-
imuth and approximately one unit in g. The wedges are
segmented along g into 10 projective towers, with Lq ap-
proximately 0.1 for each tower. Each tower is read out
independently by a pair of phototubes. The resolution

2
of this calorimeter is &

~ —— 0.135 Ez + 0.02

(where ET = Esi 8nand E is the energy measured in
GeV) for electrons. Imbedded in the calorimeter at 5.9
radiation lengths is a gas multiwire proportional chamber
with strip readout along the beamline and wire readout
in azimuth. These central electromagnetic strip cham-
bers (CES's) are segmented into two halves in z. The
readout configuration and segmentation are indicated in
Table I. The minimum separation at this chamber of a
pair of photons from the decay of a vr with 20 GeV of
transverse energy produced in a beam-beam collision is
2.5 cm, to be compared with the channel spacing in this
chamber of 1.45 cm to 2.01 cm.

II. PROMPT PHOTON DETECTION

A. Backgrounds from neutral meson decays

Two largely independent methods were used to mea-
sure the prompt signal. Both methods rely on a
cut and the predicted ef6ciency of that cut for both
signal and background (given by e~ and eb) The.
efBciency of this cut in the data, e, is then mea-
sured, and the number of signal events, N~ is de-
termined from the following formula (where
the total number of events in the sample):

Equation (1) comes from eNq t i = e~N~ + ebNgy with
Ngy ——Nt ~ ) —N~.

The first method, the transverse shower profile method,
relied on the fact that at lower PT, even for the decay
photons from low mass states such as the 7r, the trans-
verse shape of the showers measured in the calorimeter
strip chamber is different from that due to single photon
showers. The second method, the conversion method,
used the rate at which candidate events produce conver-
sions in the material in front of the third. CDT layer.
Since multiphoton hadronic backgrounds convert more
readily than single photons, this too can be used to eval-
uate the background.

B. Transverse shower profile method for
determining background

The prompt-photon events have a single isolated pho-
ton shower in the calorimeter. The background is com-
posed of multiple photon showers with some spatial sep-
aration. The essence of the transverse shower profile
method is to identify a class of events whose measured
profiles are unlikely to be produced by a single shower.
For a large enough sample of events consisting of both
single showers and vr induced showers it is possible to
evaluate the &action of m events by observing the num-
ber of showers that are "too broad" to be consistent with
a single electromagnetic shower. The number of a show-
ers that are indistinguishable from single photons can be
inferred from the measured number of "broad" showers
using the characteristics of the decay and of the detector.

The dimensions of the detector and the shower sizes
do not allow for a particle-by-particle identification. As
an example, take the case of a vr that originates at the
nominal collision vertex and decays to two photons. The
minimum separation of these two photons at the strip
chamber is approximately '

&
' . The Moliere ra-

T
dius of the calorimeter lead plus scintillator is 3.5 cm
which leads to shower sizes of this order at the position
of the chamber. For PT values above 15 GeV/c it is not
usually possible to resolve the individual showers from
the two photons from vr decay.

In order to evaluate at what level a single shower is con-
sistent with the observed strip chamber data, the cham-
ber energies were clustered and each view of the shower
was fit to a standard profile (one for the wire data and
one for the strips). The clustering algorithm was a simple
11 wire (or strip) window placed around a seed wire (or
strip). All wires (or strips) that were above 0.5 GeV were
seed candidates, and these were energy ordered. The
clustering began with the highest energy seed candidate,
and continued through all candidates, with the elimina-
tion of wires (or strips) used in previously found clusters.
The shower fit was then performed over the 11 wires and
11 strips for each cluster. The overall energy sum of the
cluster was normalized to 1.0 so the fit only depended
on the relative pulse heights of the channels. The Gtting
procedure was optimized using test beam electrons with
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energies in the range 10 GeV to 100 GeV. The profile
was observed to be roughly independent of energy. An
approximate y per degree of freedom (referred to here as

P) was developed that was independent of energy. The
quantity was given by the expression

(2)

Because of the low mass of the vr, which is a dorni-
nant background to isolated prompt photons, the tech-
nique outlined above is not useful at higher Pz . The two
photons from the decay of the vr are almost always too
close to observe a significant broadening of the shower in
these events. For this reason the profile method is used
only up to a P7 of 40 GeV/c.

where the individual contributions from the strips (wires)

y&~~~ are given by

o., —:4 (0.026) + (0.096) y;
(10 GeV)

(4)

0.5—

O
O

0.3—

0.2—

0. 'l

0 2 5 7.5
l

10 12.5 l 5 l 7 .5 20

FIG. 3. Simulated g distributions for 15 GeV/c photons
(solid) and vr 's (dashed).

The p; are the measured strip (wire) pulse heights (nor-
malized to a total pulse height of unity) and the y; are
the expected pulse heights. The forms for the y, and o,
were determined empirically kom test beam data.

In order to model the eKects of multiple showers in
the calorimeter a simulation program was developed that
used data kom an independent set of elect, ron test beam
runs (not the ones used to tune the above parameters).
Showers were scaled, translated, and superimposed in
a fashion appropriate to mimic the experimental con-
ditions, while preserving all of the 8uctuations (includ-
ing correlations) characteristic of actual electromagnetic
showers. As an illustration of the distribution in y ex-
pected for prompt photons and vr background Fig. 3
shows the distributions expected from the simulation for
each at P~ of 15 GeV/c.

As mentioned earlier, the number of signal events is
determined from Eq. (1). For the profile method the
eKciencies are defined to be t;he number of events with

less than 4 divided by the number of events with y
less than 20. The signal y eKciency e~ and background

eKciency ep are estimated with the simulation. This
coupled with the measurement in the data, e, determines
the number of photons, N~.

C. The conversion method

A technique that is approximately independent of PY
has been used in the past [25]. By observing the rate at
which candidates (photon or background) convert in a
thin layer of radiator, the number which are single pho-
tons can be deduced. This relies on the fact that single
photons have only one chance to pair produce, while mul-
tiple photons have more. The conversion rate is thereby
a function of the single-to-multiple photon fraction. The
rate of pair production for photons above 1 GeV is essen-
tially energy independent. If the number of photons per
background candidate is well known then the conversion
rate predicts the background level.

The CDT system described above, while not ideal for
this purpose due to the small amount of radiator in front
of it, can serve to measure conversions. The conversion
probability of a single photon is 10%, and is denoted
by e~ for this method also. For two phot;on backgrounds
the background eKciency is given by ep ——2e~ —e~ . The
measured e is N~D~/%teats~, where K~D~ is the number
of events with a conversion measured in the CDT. The
number of photons is given by Eq. (1).

III. TRIGGER AND EVENT SELECTION

The sample of events used in this analysis came from a
set of four CDF triggers used for data taking during the
1988—1989 Fermilab collider run. Each of the triggers
consisted of four levels. In order to be selected an event
had to fire at least one forward and one backward beam-
beam counter in coincidence (level 0). The beam-beam
counters are small-angle scintillation counters that sub-
tend a pseudorapidity of 3.24 to 5.90. The event passed
the next level of trigger (level 1) if it had more than
6 GeV total in transverse energy (E7) in trigger tow-
ers with greater than 4 GeV each in the electromagnetic
calorimeter. Trigger towers subtend 0.2 units in rapidity
and 15 degrees in P.

The level 2 trigger system clustered the energy ob-
served in the electromagnetic calorimeter [26]. This clus-
tering started with every trigger tower that had E~ over
4 GeV. The adjacent towers in q and in P were tested to
see if they had E~ in excess of 3.6 GeV. If they did, they
were added to the cluster and their nearest q and P neigh-
bors were likewise tested. This process continued until
there were no additional towers to add to the cluster. In
order to suppress charged hadron background, at least
one cluster was required to be above an E~ threshold
and have the ratio of total energy over electromagnetic
energy less than 1.125. Two thresholds were used: A
threshold of 10 GeV was applied with a variable prescal-
ing factor to allow fewer events to be taken during high
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luminosity runs, and a threshold of 23 GeV was used with
no prescale. Events that satis6ed either of these level 2
triggers were read into the level 3 microprocessor farm.

In the level 3 processors, the clustering was done in a
manner similar to the ofF line algorithm, which proceeded
as follows. For the central calorimeter, electromagnetic
towers with more than 3 GeV of energy were ordered in
descending Ez and combined with their nearest neigh-
bors in pseudorapidity provided the neighbor had more
than 0.1 GeV. In this way from one to three towers (show-
ers are normally contained in one tower with small leak-
age into adjacent towers) were grouped together in clus-
ters. These clusters [electromagnetic (EM) clustersj were
required to carry at least 5 GeV of total E~ and to have
less than 12.5'% of this clustered electromagnetic energy
observed in the hadronic towers behind them.

The events read into the level 3 farm were tested
against two sets of requirements. For each of the above
thresholds there was a highly isolated sample and a sam-
ple with less restriction on nearby energy, but tighter
requirements on the consistency of the electromagnetic
calorimeter data and what would be expected from a
single electromagnetic shower. There was a significant
amount of overlap between these two samples in each
threshold category.

For both thresholds the highly isolated trigger required
that less than 15% additional energy (compared to the
EM cluster) was present in calorimeter towers whose
centers fell inside of a cone given by B = 0.7 where

R = QArI + b, P is the distance in g —P space from
the energy centroid of the EM cluster. Since the calibra-
tion and pedestal subtraction were rough at this stage of
processing, only towers with more than 0.25 GeV were
included in the sum.

A second trigger for each of the thresholds required
the same level of isolation (15%%up) but in a smaller cone
(B = 0.4). This was supplemented by requiring that the
energy shared across g tower boundaries in the EM clus-
ter was consistent with that expected for a single electro-
magnetic shower. An energy sharing quantity known as
I,h, was used to determine this. It was simply the ob-
served leakage minus the expected divided by the square
root of the EM cluster energy (all energies in GeV). There
are two such quantities for three tower clusters and only
one for two tower clusters. Single tower clusters are sim-
ply accepted, while multitower clusters are rejected if any
of these quantities exceed 0.2. Figure 4 shows the distri-
bution of this quantity (L,~, ) for electrons from W decay.
For the lower threshold data an additional requirement
was applied to the profile observed in the strip cham-
ber. The y& of a single shower fit to the strip profile
was required to be less than 25. Both of these require-
ments were very weak, but helped to reduce the number
of background events &om photon rich jets.

The efficiency of the low and high threshold triggers
have been obtained by comparing independent trigger
rates. The high threshold trigger eKciency has been ob-
tained by comparing to the low threshold one and the low
threshold trigger has been compared to a dielectron trig-
ger with a lower threshold. The Ez dependence of the
trigger eKciency is plotted in Fig. 5. These plots do not

140—

'I 20—

100—

80—

Cut Value

0 —0.2
ll--

0 0.2
LSHR

0,4 0.6

FIG. 4. The distribution of the quantity I,h, for electrons
from W decays. The sxnall cone isolation trigger imposed a
cut on this quantity at 0.2, as indicated.

include the physics dependent loss due to the application
of an isolation cut in the trigger.

A. Event selection

The photon candidates were selected by oÃ line anal-
ysis similar to that described above. EM clusters were
formed using the same method as that used in the level
3 trigger. The candidate clusters were required to have
less than 2.0 GeV transverse energy in a cone of R = .7
around them. See Fig. 6 for the distribution of Ez in a
randomly placed cone for minimum bias events (events
taken with no trigger except for a beam-beam counter
coincidence). This represents an approximate underly-
ing cone E~ expected for the direct photon events.

In addition, the events were required to have usable
strip chamber data. The shower had to be well contained

100 + s.e e- e-s "-e -e- e

80

10 GeV . 23 GeV

60 Trigger Trigger

40

20

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35
Energy (CeV)

FIG. 5. Trigger ei%ciencies for the 10 and 23 GeV photon
triggers.
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FIG. 6. Transverse energy (Er) in a randomly placed cone
of radius 0.7 in a minimum bias event, representing the ap-
proximate underlying E& expected for direct photon events.
The arrow displays the 2 GeV cut value.

in the strip chambers, where the whole shower profile was
measured. A fiducial cut was performed requiring the fit-
ted position of the most energetic shower associated with
the cluster to be within 17.5 cm of the chamber center
in the direction perpendicular to the wires (i.e. , in the
azimuthal direction) and to have 14 cm & ~z~ & 217 cm.
In order to avoid using events in which the projective ge-
ometry of the detector is particularly unsuitable, events
with a vertex more than 50 cm away &om the nominal
vertex position were rejected.

Events were eliminated if they had a second strip
chamber cluster in the same wedge as the photon with
more than 1 GeV. This cut provides significant rejection
against multiple photon backgrounds. The efficiency of
this cut depends on the energy of the photon candidate,
as shown in Fig. 7. This shows the measurement of this
efFiciency for test beam electrons, and for electrons from
W boson decay (both simulated and measured). The
electrons from W decay have a lower efficiency than the
extrapolation from the test beam electrons due to the ra-
diation of an extra photon in this physics process. This
radiation is present in the TV simulation, and the agree-
ment illustrates how well the detector simulation pro-
duces such low energy extra clusters. Events were also
eliminated if the single shower fit to their strip profile
had y2 larger than 20.

Only events that had no reconstructed tracks in the
central tracking chamber pointing at any of the towers in
the cluster were considered isolated photon candidates.
A prompt photon is expected to convert in the beam pipe
or vertex time projection chamber 3.5%% of the time. The
event fails the track cut in this case. The number of
prompt photons was corrected for this loss.

Events were eliminated if there was a net imbalance of
transverse energy, S ) 3.0 where the quantity S is given

50 100 150

Calorimet. er Energy (GeV)

FIG. 7. The efficiency of the second CES cluster cut for
different electron energies. The test beam electrons, and
electrons from W decay (both measured and simulated) are
shown.

by the expression

E +E„
(5)

where the sums extend over all calorimeter towers in the
detector, and E,E„arethe projections of the tower en-
ergies (in GeV). The events rejected by this cut were
almost exclusively cosmic-ray events that deposited en-
ergy only in the part of the detector that resulted in a
trigger. An indication of how many of the events were
consistent with actual photon events is given by compar-
ing the pulse height found in the strip chamber for these
events with the pulse height observed for events where
there is transverse energy balance. Figure 8 shows this
pulse height and contrasts the distribution of this quan-
tity with that observed from uncut events. Since showers
from cosmic-ray muons typically originate far from the
strip chambers, the majority of these events show very
little strip chamber pulse height. The Fig. 8 distributions
were used to estimate an upper limit on the event loss
due to this cut.

When the conversion method is used to determine
backgrounds, the event sample is limited to only events
which have y ( 8. This imposes a small inefficiency but
is desirable because it limits the class of background al-
most exclusively to vr decays. This decreases the uncer-
tainty in the background evaluation and was loose enough
to contribute very little to the systematic uncertainty for
photon eKciency (5'%%uo).
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FIG. 8. The strip chamber fractional energy response,
E(strip chambers)/R(calorimeter), for two different cases: (1)
missing transverse energy significance (S ) 3.0) signifying a
cosmic-ray candidate and (2) S ( 3.0 signifying a prompt
photon candidate.

Tables II and III summarize the event cuts applied
to each sample, the number of events remaining, and
give an estimate of the efBciency of each cut for prompt
photons. Unless otherwise indicated, all the event sam-
ples discussed below were subjected to the cuts outlined
above. There is a large reduction in the number of events
&om the initial sample to that in the final sample, for two
reasons. The Pz- cut is made to ensure a high trigger ef-
ficiency, at the loss of a number of events bunched near
the threshold. In addition, the trigger had less stringent
isolation cuts than the final sample; therefore the initial
event sample is largely background that is eliminated by
the off line cuts. After these cuts the PT spectrum of the
candidate events is shown in Fig. 9.

Both methods for extracting the photon rate are sen-
sitive to the expected eKciency of the background and
signal. The conversion method depends on the amount of
material and on the eKciency for detecting conversions.
These do not require an extremely detailed simulation
to model properly. Most of the information needed to
properly evaluate the efIiciencies can be obtained from
data taken during the collider run. In contrast with this,
the efIiciencies for the profile method depend on the de-
tails of how the electromagnetic shower spreads out in
the calorimeter and what fluctuations occur around the
average shower profile. In order to evaluate these eFi-
ciencies a simulation based on actual shower data was
developed.

An attempt to model the detector response using
GEANT 3.14 [27] proved successful for gross features like
the net ionization observed in the strip chambers versus
incident electron energy. It did not, however, accurately
predict the transverse shower profiles observed in test
beam runs. This probably was due to the inability to
model extremely low energy phenomenon (below 10 keV)
in and near the sampling gas layer. GEANT was used to
provide some guidance and intuition into the magnitude
of some eKects, but it could not be used as the basis for
a detailed simulation.

At the simplest level the chamber samples electrons
and positrons produced in the calorimeter as they pass
through and ionize the gas layer. The shower statistics
and thereby the scale of fluctuations is driven by the num-
ber of electrons plus positrons. This scale is measured by
the net ionization observed in the chamber for showers of
a given energy. The usual form for ionization or energy
loss as a function of the depth, in radiation lengths, in
the shower is given by [28]

t (gt )~&maxe ~&CES/P(bt + 1)
Eo d

where Eo is the energy of the electron or photon initiating
the shower, 6 is a parameter dependent on the calorimeter
material and weakly dependent on Eo, and t is the depth
in radiation lengths. The values tcEs and t „arethe
depth of the strip chamber and the shower maximum.
The shower maximum depends on the initiating particle

TABLE II. Event cuts, counts and eKciencies for the 10 GeV trigger.

Lour PT sample
PT ) 14 GeV number before all cuts

number after all cuts
Cut

Econe ( 2 GeV
la

I

and l~~ fiducial cuts
extra strip/wire cluster

associated track
S & 3.0 (missing ET )

I ~ver tex I
( 50 cm

Prompt p efBciency for cuts listed above

52837
16004
1905

Number Failing
(Only this cut)

2787
474
673
250
20

250

Prompt p
EfBciency

0.89
0.64

0.95
0.97

& 0.99
0.88
0.46
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TABLE III. Event cuts, counts and efBciencies for the 23 GeV trigger.

High P~ sample
P~ ) 27 GeV number before all cuts

number after all cuts
CLlt

@cone ( 2 GeV
~

x
~

and
(
z

~

Bducial cuts
extra strip/vrire cluster

associated track
S ( 3.0 (missing ET )

~zvertexl & 50 cm
Prompt p eKciency for cuts listed above

P ( 8.0 (conversion method sample)

91650
46295
2982

Number failing
(Only this cut)

6927
644
407
502
167
283

1977

Prompt p
efBciency

0.89
0.64

0.9
0.97) 0.99
0.88
0.43

0.95

energy and type, as well as the calorimeter composition,
as indicated in Eq. (7):

where E is the critical energy of the material and b
is zero for a shower initiated by an electron and is an
energy-independent shift in shower maximum for photon
initiated showers. In order to model the chamber re-
sponse and the corresponding chamber statistics, a form
of this type was used and the energy-dependent param-
eter b was fit &om test beam data. Figure 10 shows the
average pulse height in the chamber as a function of elec-
tron energy for the runs used to find the parameter b

along with the results predicted by the above formula.
The simulation used to calculate photon and back-

ground efFiciencies was based on data taken in the Fer-
milab test beam. The response information used came
from a number of runs done with a single central detector
wedge in an electron enriched beam. The principal tech-
nique employed to simulate detector performance for the

f
I

~ I t I
I

I I I I

I
I I

collider data was to use electron showers from this test
beam running as the starting point for the more compli-
cated collider events. This was done by scaling, translat-
ing, and superposing the strip chamber data from one or
more test beam events.

Several small eKects had to be incorporated to properly
model the collider data. Test beam data was taken at 5,
10, 25, 50, 100, and 150 GeV. The energy dependence and
difI'erence between photons and electrons for the strip
chamber was included by scaling the fIuctuations from
the values observed for a test beam electron to those
expected for a simulated photon. In order to minimize
any uncertainties caused by this procedure, test beam
events were chosen from the test beam runs with energy
immediately above and below the desired photon energy.
Interpolation between test beam energies used a scaling
formula for the fIuctuations tuned to the overall energy
dependence observed in the test beam runs.

Another eKect was the difI'erence expected for photon
and electron showers. The strip chamber samples the
shower at about six radiation lengths. Since the longi-
tudinal development of photon and electron showers is

0.48—
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4
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0.32—

0.28—
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I i I i t I i I » I i i i i I

50 60
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J

10
E (Ge V)
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FIG. 9. The Pz spectrum of the photon candidate events,
after all event selection cuts.

FIG. 10. The average pulse height observed in the strip
chamber divided by the beam energy. The data points are for
test beam electrons and the solid line is the parametrization
used in the simulation.
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eKciency shows a weak energy dependence but is approx-
imately 80% throughout the range used to measure the
cross section. The accuracy of the profile method de-
pends critically on the ability to determine the eKciency
for passing a cut in y of both the single photons and
the background. Two methods were available to check
the validity of the values used. Electrons from the pro-
cess R m ev provided a check on the test beam data
used in the simulation. Decays of g mesons provided a
sample of photons to check the remaining details of the
simulation.

1. Cross-eh, ecIcs with R"s and q 's

0.5
5 10 25 50

Energy (GeV)
FIG. 11. The number of electrons plus positrons imping-

ing on the chamber sensitive volume for photon showers di-
vided by the number for electron showers versus energy. The
curve is from the parametrization used in the simulation. The
data points are from a simulation using GEANT.

slightly different (i.e. , photon showers start later), the
shower statistics and profile fluctuations are difFerent.
The profile method for determining the number of pho-
tons relies on an accurate accounting of the fluctuations
around the mean profile. To model this di8'erence, an
adjustment to the fluctuations of the test beam electrons
was made to match the expected fluctuations of an initi-
ating photon in the simulation. This adjustment, while
small, depended on the accuracy of a simple statistical
model for the profile fluctuations. The scale of the fluc-
tuations was taken as directly proportional to the square
root of the average number of secondary electrons and
positrons crossing the chamber for a given shower energy.
This number in turn is proportional to the average pulse
height observed in the chamber. The parametrization
discussed above was used. to characterize the energy de-
pendence of the shower statistics. For photons the value
b in the above formula was taken to be 0.6. The resid-
uals were scaled by the ratio of secondaries expected for
photon-initiated showers over electron initiated showers.
The ratio of secondaries for photon showers over the cor-
responding number for electron showers, using the sim-
ple parametrization versus initiating particle energy, is
compared to the ratio of secondaries calculated using a
GEANT Monte Carlo simulation in Fig. 11.

The accuracy of the simulation was checked by com-
paring to data taken during the collider run. Electrons
from W decay, photons from g decay, and vr mesons from
p decay were simulated and compared to data to con-
firm that the simulation was correct. These comparisons
are discussed below.

V. PROF ILK METHOD EFPIC IENCIE S
AND SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

A. Signal efBciencies

The single photon efiiciency (e~) for passing the y
cut at 4 has been evaluated using the simulation. The

Electrons from TV decay were compared with the y
distribution expected based on the above simulation (see
Fig. 12). The simulation of W decay electrons included
radiation processes both in the decay and when the elec-
trons passed through the inner tracking material [29].
The fraction of events that satisfy the requirement that( 4 is 0.785 + 0.012 compared to the corresponding
value for the simulated W electrons of 0.822+0.003. The
level of agreement between the simulation and the data
indicates that for isolated electron showers at about 40
GeV, the test beam based simulation predicts the y eK-
ciency to the level of Hp. This level of agreement is what
is expected from the evaluation of systematic uncertain-
ties discussed later.

The y distribution for photons is expected to be
slightly difFerent from that for electrons as outlined
above. In order to check the simulation of photons, a
sample of g mesons was identified in the data. They
provided a source of two well-separated photons. This
sample came from the same event sample used for the
single photon analysis, with only the cut on a single strip
chamber cluster modified. For this analysis two clus-
ters were required. A cut eliminating events with extra
energy beyond the two clusters was applied. The g me-
son sample was obtained by requiring that the photons
from the decay strike adjacent towers, thus ensuring that
the energy of each photon is well measured. By using
the locations of two photons reconstructed from the strip
chamber information and the energy of the photons from
the calorimeter information, the two photon mass can
be reconstructed. A clear q mass peak is visible (see
Fig. 13). In order to limit the effect of backgrounds to
the q sample a sideband subtraction of the y distribu-
tion was performed with the signal and sideband areas
indicated in Fig. 13. Figure 14 compares the, simulated
distribution with the y& distribution from the g photons.
The selection method, which requires that the photons
strike adjacent towers, tends to result in well-separated
strip profiles but overlapping wire profiles. To ensure
that this does not weaken the comparison, only the strip
data was used for these plots.

The accuracy of the simulation used to obtain y ef-
ficiencies is validated by TV and q data taken during the
collider run. While the PT distributions of these sam-
ples do not mimic that of the data (the W electrons have
a typical PT of 40 GeV and the g photons carry about
6 GeV), this does provide a measure of confidence that
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the tuning of the detector simulation is correct for both
photons and electrons.

B. Background e6iciencies

Backgv ound composition

Single vr mesons are the primary background to di-
rect photons, but g mesons form a substantial additional
contribution. Therefore it is necessary to know the rela-
tive production ratio in order to predict the y2 distribu-
tion for the combined background. In order to measure
the production ratio, sznall CES clusters (3 channels sub-
tending 25 mrad) are used to separate the closely spaced
photons from vr 's as well as q's. The two CES clusters
are required to be in the adjoining calorimeter towers to
ensure a good energy and mass measurement. Multi-vro
backgrounds are reduced by requiring the energy sum of
extra CES clusters be less than 30'Fo of the sum of the
highest two. Misidentification of single photon showers
as a vr at the tower boundary is reduced by requiring
the two towers' energy asymmetry (~Ei —E2~/(Ei+ E2))

to be less than 0.8. Figure 15 shows the resulting mass
distribution, with the clear vr and g peaks. Also shown
is the background fit (2 Gaussians + polynomial), and
the estimated distribution of single photons misidenti-
fied as m 's. After the proper acceptance correction, the
resulting rj/vr ratio is 1.02+0.15(stat) +0.23(syst). This
ratio is then used to form the combined background y
distribution for vr 's and g's.

The process K& ~ vr vr also contributes slightly to
the direct photon background, in particular, at the higher
PT region. For completeness this contribution was also
added to our standard mix of simulated backgrounds.
The production of K& has been measured by this exper-
iment, during the 1987 collider run, using charged decay
modes [30]. A value of K&/pro of 0.4 was used in the
simulation, based on this measurement.

The relative mix of single particle background is il-
lustrated in the next two figures. Figure 16 shows
the fraction of photons and background (having already
passed the fiducial cuts) that also pass the "physics" cuts,
namely, the cone isolation, no second CES cluster, and( 20. Figure 17 is the same plot for the background
only, with the relevant production and branching ratios
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FIG. 12. Comparison of electron g from W decays (points) with a radiative W Monte Carlo plus detector simula-
tion(histogram): (a) strip view (Q), (b) wire view (y~), (c) average of both views (P).
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FIG. 13. Two-photon mass distribution using 11 channel
strip chamber c us ers.b l t The g meson peak is evident, while
the vr peak is suppresse0 d by the large clustering win ow.
The lines indicate the peak and sideband regions. The peak
is observed at 0.546 + 0.005 GeV/c and the expected mass
is 0.54745 + 0.00019 GeV/c [Particle Data Group, K. i asa
et al , Phys. Rev.. D 45, Sl (June 1992)].

FIG. 15. Two-photon mass distribution using 3 channel
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FIG. 17. The fraction of simulated background passing
the CDF selection criteria, taking into account the relevant
production and branching ratios.

FIG. 18. EfBciency for passing a cut in y at 4 for the
combined background and the individual particles that go into
the background.

taken into account, demonstrating the dominance of sin-
gle 7r"s.

Because of the isolation cuts applied, the background
due to multiple particle jets (i.e., 2 7r ) is expected to
be small (comparable to or smaller than the K+~ contri-
bution). Estimates of jets with 2 collimated 7ro's were
made based on the jet cross section PT dependence and
measured jet &agmentation distributions. These indicate
that the multiple particle background is (5% of the other
backgrounds. This estimate is corroborated by measure-
ments of background conversions that will be discussed
later. These events often have y & 20 and are not in-
cluded in the evaluation of e, even if they pass all other
cuts. The contribution of the multiple particle back-
ground is dificult to model accurately and has not been
included in the standard mix. of simulated backgrounds.
The systematic uncertainty (based on the limits given
above) is negligible compared to the other uncertainties.
The same is true for g' and ~ mesons. The measurements
of background conversions discussed later set a limit on
the efI'ect of these mesons that is comparable or smaller
than the K& contribution.

rises the two photons from ~ decay coalesce. The vr

efficiency therefore rises at high PT as the two show-
ers overlap and become indistinguishable from a single
shower. As the PT decreases the likelihood of observing
one photon from the g as a single isolated photon rises
causing this efIiciency to rise as PT drops.

8. Cross-checks usiny p+ rnesans

A p+ sample was obtained by looking for events with a
single charged track in association with a neutral electro-
magnetic shower. The mass distribution for the neutral
plus the charged particle (the tracking chambers were
used to reconstruct the charged particle momentum) is
plotted in Fig. 19 for all such combinations in the fi-
nal data sample. The charged track is required to have
PT )0.8 GeV/c. A clear p+ peak is observed. By fitting
the mass peak excess above a smooth background in bins
of y for the neutral electromagnetic shower, a y distri-
bution has been constructed for m 's from p+ decays (see
Fig. 20). The corresponding distribution for simulated
p decay vr 's is also plotted for comparison in Fig. 20.

2. C'ombined backgv ound efficiencies G. Systematic uncertainty on efBciencies

The efficiency for background events to pass a cut in
at 4 was evaluated using the above production ratios

and the simulation. All strip chamber and isolation cuts
were applied to events before and after the cut, yielding
an efBciency that tells how many events are in the sam-
ple compared to the number that have y ( 4. Figure 18
shows the P~ dependence of this efficiency. As the PT

The y efIiciencies of both the photons and the back-
ground are subject to a number of uncertainties. The
cross-checks mentioned above give us confidence that the
method used to simulate the background and signal is
reasonable, but a number of uncertainties remain and
must be quantified to yield an estimate of the overall
uncertainty in the number of prompt photons.
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FIG. 19. Photon candidate plus charged track mass distri-
bution, showing the p+ meson peak used as a cross-check for
the y eKciency of vr 's. The peak is observed at 0.772+0.009
GeV/c and the expected mass is 0.7681+0.005 GeV/c [Par-
ticle Data Group, K. Hikasa et oL, Phys. Rev. D 45, Sl (June
1992)].

The eKciency for the background and signal are both
sensitive to the same instrumental effects and are not
discussed separately. A consequence of this is that the
systematic uncertainties of both background and signal
are highly correlated. A one standard deviation change
upward in the photon eKciency due to a given source re-
sults in a corresponding 1 0 upward change in the back-
ground eKciency. The uncertainties from three sources
were included in the evaluation of systematics: the esti-
mation of the difference between electrons and photons,
the use of test beam showers taken under slightly different
conditions than the collider running and the background
composition.

An estimate of the uncertainty in the difference be-
tween photon and electron shower fluctuations was based
on a variation of the shower parametrization. The P~ de-
pendent range inferred from this variation is indicated in
Figs. 21 and 22. Shower shape may be slightly different
from electron to photon showers, an effect which has not
been included. In order to evaluate how large an effect
this might be we used electron test beam runs with dif-
ferent material in front of the calorimeter to see what
the change in y eKciency is when the shower depth of
the strip chambers is varied. An additional uncertainty
was estimated from test beam runs with different cham-
ber high voltage to cover the effects of saturation in the
chamber. The level of each of these uncertainties and the
dependence on PT are indicated in Figs. 21 and 22.

The background efBciency is dependent on the particle
ratios obtained from the data. The largest effect on the
efficiency comes from the rl/vr ratio. This has been taken
to range from 0.75 to 1.3 in a PT-independent fashion
and the range of resulting eKciency values is indicated
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FIG. 20. The y distribution for the m 's from the p+
mass peak compared to simulated single vr 's.

FlG. 2].. Simulated photon y ( 4/ y ( 20 efficiencies.

Also shown are the 1 o upper systematic uncertainties due to
shower Quctuations, shower shape, and gas saturation.
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added in quadrature. The signal and background errors
are still fully correlated in this plot.

VI. CONVERSION METHOD EFFICIENCIES
AND SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
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in Fig. 22. The systematic uncertainty from this source
is the smallest of the contributions discussed.

The overall efBciency for signal and background are
shown in Fig. 23 along with the combined systematic
uncertainty. Each of the above uncertainties has been
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FIG. 22. Simulated background y efficiencies. Also

shown are the 1 o upper systematic uncertainties due to
shower Quctuations, shower shape, gas saturation, and the
r1/vr ratio.

In order to evaluate the cross section using the conver-
sion method, the fraction of photon candidates with an
observed photon conversion in the CDT was used. This
fraction was used as e in Eq. (1) to determine the relative
contribution of single and multiple photon backgrounds
in the sample. The probability that an event is observed
to convert in the CDT depends on the number of ra-
diation lengths available to convert photons, the CDT
eKciency and the eKciency of cuts used in the analy-
sis. Each of these contributions was measured using data
taken during the collider run.

To improve position resolution and to minimize spuri-
ous hits, individual CDT hits were formed into clusters.
Clustering was done using only the P information. When
there was a gap between hits of two or more tubes in P,
the hits were taken to be in separate clusters. The P and
z values of each cluster was the average over the hits.
Clusters could consist of a single hit in the outermost
layer but, to reduce background, single hits in the in-
ner two layers were not considered. Because of the small
amount of material in front of these layers single hits were
more likely to be background than true conversions.

Events with charged tracks were used to check the over-
all performance of the CDT. CDT eKciency was studied
with electrons from Z candidates, yielding an eKciency
of 0.96 + 0.02. Figure 24 shows the P difference dis-
tribution for tracks with good agreement in z (2.5 cm
or better) between the CTC and the CDT. The P resolu-
tion is good because the tube size is small (0.0093 radian)
and clustering futher improves the resolution. The z res-
olution is shown in Fig. 25 with tracks that have good
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FIG. 23. Signal and background y efficiencies for the

profile method. Also shown are the total systematic uncer-
tainties on these efficiencies, and the measured efficiency of
the data as a function of photon P~.
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&4. The difFerence between the p observed in the
CTC compared to the value observed in the CDT for tracks
that satisfy a tight cut in ~Az~.
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FIG. 25. The di8'erence between z observed in the CTC
compared to the value observed in the CDT for tracks that
satisfy a tight cut in IAPI.

agreement in P (0.012 radian). Although the z resolution
is about 2 cm, the distribution has a long tail caused by
overlapping tracks.

To improve the signal to background ratio, CDT hit
clusters were required to be close to a strip chamber clus-
ter to qualify as a conversion and were considered associ-
ated with CTC tracks and ignored when 1gt,«k —P,gt

I
(

0.01 radian. We define the following notation for conve-
nienCe~ AP: /wipe PcQt &

AZ: Zs&plp Z~pti Where

strip and mire refers to the strip and wire measurement
in the CES. The evaluation of z t p included an inter-
polation to the radius of the CDT. In order to qualify
as a conversion the CDT cluster had to satisfy a cut in
both IAzl (14zl ( 10 cm) and IAPI (IEPI ( 0.07).
This window accepts almost all vr decays and was large
compared to the CDT z resolution. However, because of
the long tails in the z resolution (Fig. 25), this cut re-
duced the efFiciency of the Z sample to 0.73 + 0.04. For
the photon sample the eKciency was estimated by using
the observed excess of events with clusters nearby in P to
the CES location for events that failed the cut in IAzl,
see Fig. 26. This excess comes from clusters that should
have passed the IAzl cut but did not. The estimate of
the CDT eKciency, including the cut in IAzl, obtained
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in this way was 0.80 + 0.05, which is consistent with the
eKciency measured using the Z sample.

To correct for the contribution of accidentals in the
CDT, the random hit contamination was estimated by
counting the number of CDT clusters in windows 90
away from the CES cluster in P but at the same z.
The random hit contribution was subtracted from the
hit count to obtain the measured e.

The conversion method depends on an accurate de-
termination of the number of efI'ective radiation lengths
that photons traverse. This value was available from the
known composition of the detector, but was checked and
more accurately determined by using data from beam-
beam collisions. A sample of events with a known frac-
tion of single photons and vr 's was used. The conver-
sion rate in this sample combined with the limits on the
photon to vr fraction yields an estimate of the number
of radiation lengths in front of the CDT. A sample of
events which had low energy showers in the calorimeter (9
GeV/c & PT & 11 GeV/c) and appeared as single show-
ers in the calorimeter strip chamber (i.e., had y & 4)
were selected. This sample was composed of 7t 's and
prompt photons almost exclusively. For the vr events
a conversion might occur equally likely for either of the
two photons &om the decay. Some fraction of the time
we expect the shower observed in the calorimeter cham-
ber to be dominated by the nonconverting photon, lead-
ing to a difference in the conversion position compared.
to the shower position in the strip chamber. Figure 27
shows the difI'erence in azimuth observed between the
CDT conversion and the calorimeter shower. A shoul-
der in the distribution is visible resulting from 7t decays
where the CDT conversion is not produced by the same
photon that dominates the calorimeter shower. There is
no mechanism by which such an event excess would arise
from a single photon, so the size of this shoulder indi-
cates the level of the vr signal. The peak around 0 is due

to both single photons and vr 's; the contribution of vr 's

to this peak must be at least equal to their contribution
to the shoulder. By attributing the excess in the region
around zero of this plot to prompt photons or vr decays
(the latter corresponding to the assumption that there
are no prompt photons in the sample) the contribution
of one and two photon events can be bracketed. By using
the observed conversion rate plus these two extreme as-
sumptions, the single photon conversion rate is evaluated
as P~ = 0.129 + 0.023. This is very close to the expected
value of 0.133 from an accounting of the material in front
of and including the CDT tubes themselves.

Provided CDT clusters come from conversions, the
probability that a photon yields an observed cluster is
independent of energy and can be used to determine the
photon and multiphoton rates using Eq. (1). In order to
check that hits in the CDT originate Rom conversions
and not from backscattering particles from the calorime-
ter, the rate excess caused by structural ribs in the CTC
outer case was used. While the material in the CDT
and CTC outer case is not that well known, eight rein-
forcing ribs of 1.59 cm wide aluminum straps break the
azimuthal uniformity of the material. The enhancement
of the conversion rate at these ribs can be seen in Fig. 28.
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FIG. 27. Difference in azimuth position of the strip cham-
ber cluster and the CDT cluster far 9—ll GeV PT photon
candidates after a g2 ( 4 cut. The y cut selects asymmet-
ric decays of the m, which are seen as an excess near 0.028
radians.

The enhancement is consistent with the expected addi-
tional material. This agreement indicates that backscat-
ter from the calorimeter is not a major contributor to
the CDT hit rate. In addition a GEANT simulation was
performed to check that backscatter did not contribute
significantly to the CDT hit rate. This study indicated
that the backscatter contribution to the hit rate is less
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FIG. 28. CDT hit rate versus azimuth angle modulo 45
in order to show the effect of the 8 reinforcement ribs in the
CTC, which add more material. The solid line is the expected
rate using the material estimate and the dotted lines indicate
the uncertainty.
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than 1.3% .
In summary the probability that a photon produces

an observed CDT conversion (e~) is 0.095 + 0.017. This
includes the expected single photon conversion rate using
the estimated amount of material ( 18% of a radiation
length at 0=90 ), the loss due to overall CDT ineKciency
( 4%) and the Az cut ineKciency ( 27%).

A Monte Carlo study was done to estimate the ex-
pected hit rate for backgrounds, e~. Background data
samples of a, g, and Ks were generated and simu-

lated including the efI'ect of the Lz and y2 cut. The
background efFiciency was calculated using the above sin-
gle photon hit eFiciency and previously quoted particle
fractions. The deviation of this estimate from a sim-
ple two photon model of the background hit efIiciency,
e o ——2m~ —e~ = 0.181, was taken to be the systematic
uncertainty for the background hit rate. This difference
ranged from 0.005 at low E~ to 0.011 at high ET.

Figure 29 shows the observed conversion rate for the
sample. Also indicated is the expected rate for back-
ground. and single photons. These data and curves, to-
gether with Eq. (1), provide the basis for evaluating the
number of isolated direct photon events.

VII. CROSS-SECTION EVALUATION AND
SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES

The cross section was evaluated using the expression

0.9
do= (8)

Q g 0 9 dPT dg 6PT 6'@~cuts

N~ is the number of prompt photons after background
subtraction in the bin of width APT, and is evaluated as
in Eq. (1). The quantity e,„&,is the total efficiency for the
event and photon selection cuts listed in Tables II and III.
L is the integrated luminosity, 3.28 pb for the 23 GeV

(e —es l
es) (9)

For the profile method, the percent systematic uncer-
tainty in the number of photons, 100 x [(K'/N~) —1], is
shown in Fig. 30 for each source of systematic uncertainty
in the y efIiciency. For clarity, only the positive system-
atic uncertainties are shown; the negative uncertainties
are similar. The uncertainties display a shallow mini-
mum where the difI'erence between the data eKciencies
and background efIiciencies is the greatest and rise with
increasing PT as that difference decreases. Since this be-
havior is fairly independent of the shape of the uncertain-
ties on the efIiciencies themselves, the uncertainties can
be decomposed into a Pz dependent and a PT indepen-
dent systematic uncertainty by subtracting the minimum
systematic uncertainty in quadrature for each source of
uncertainty. Thus for each of the curves in Fig. 30 we
find the minimum value of the uncertainty, o.;„p,which
is the P~ independent systematic uncertainty, and then
for each point along the curve, o, we subtract the min-
imum systematic uncertainty in quadrature to find the
PT dependent systematic uncertainty:

Og~p = 0 —CT.2 — 2

There are additional systematic uncertainties due to
luminosity, P~ scale, and selection criteria efIiciencies.
The luminosity uncertainty is 6.8% [31]. The uncertainty
in the PT scale is the same as that of the TV boson mass
measurement [32], and is less than 1%. When this is con-

trigger and 102 nb for the 10 GeV trigger. This lumi-
nosity was evaluated by using the observed beam-beam
counter coincidence rate and a calculated total cross sec-
tion for the beam-beam coincidence of 46.8 +3.2 mb [31].
The cross section is averaged over the pseudorapidity in-
terval lrIl ( 0.9 giving Aq = 1.8.

We have evaluated the cross section and systematic un-
certainties for two different choices of the isolation cut,
in order to check theoretical predictions for the effect of
this cut. The two choices are a fixed 2 GeV cut in a cone
of 0.7 around the photon, and a fractional cut at 15% of
the photon PT in a cone of 0.7. The fixed cut is more
stringent at high PT, reducing the amount of background
and the systematic uncertainties. Therefore it is our de-
fault choice, and all of the subsequent discussion is for
this choice, unless otherwise noted.

The systematic uncertainties in the cross section are
dominated by the uncertainties in the background sub-
traction. The systematic uncertainties in the background
subtraction efIiciencies are propagated to the measured
number of photons by substituting into Eq. (9) the sys-
tematic bounds on e~ and eg. To avoid having the statis-
tical uncertainties on the measured value of e propagate
into the systematics, a smooth form of e versus PT from a
quadratic fit is used. e' and e& are the systematic bounds
on the photon and background efIiciencies, respectively,
and N' is the number of photons found with these lim-
its. The &actional systematic bound in the number of
photons is
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FIG. 30. Percent change in the photon cross section for
the profile method due to uncertainties in the background sub-
traction method. (Only the positive systematic uncertainties
are shown. )

voluted with the falling spectrum the cross-section uncer-
tainty due to the PT scale is 5%. All of our selection cri-
teria efficiency uncertainties have been estimated and/or
checked with pp data, and they are all less than approx-
imately 1%. This is negligible compared to other uncer-
tainties. The one analysis cut that has physics implica-
tions is the isolation cut. The number of photons that
are lost due to the underlying event fluctuating above the
isolation cut is corrected for. A sample of minimum bias
collision events (events taken with no trigger except for a
beam-beam counter coincidence) are used to measure the
underlying event. This measurement has an uncertainty
of about 1% (combined statistical and systematic), and
is our estimate of the isolation cut uncertainty.

The systematic uncertainties for the conversion
method are also dominated by the uncertainties in the
background subtraction. The relative uncertainty in the
conversion probability for a single photon is 18%. This
gives a Pz independent systematic uncertainty of +31%
(-45%), and PT dependent systematic uncertainties of 6—
8%. The uncertainty due to multiple vr 's (which give
a larger conversion rate) was evaluated by comparing
a background dominated sample (using the cut y ) 8)
with our Monte Carlo background. prediction. This un-
certainty is negligible compared to the uncertainty in the
single photon efficiency. The uncertainties on the lumi-
nosity, PT scale, and analysis cuts are the same as the
profile method quoted earlier.

The conversion method is statistically much weaker
than the profile method. It is valuable in that it can be
used at higher Pz- than the profile method. In order to
indicate the level of agreement of the two methods at all
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F1G. 31. The hit rate observed in the CDT (points) for
events with y & 8 compared to the expected hit rate using
the backgrounds evaluated with the profile method (smooth
curve .

PT values, we calculate the expected conversion rate in
the CDT, based on the profile method results. That is we
take the ratio measured using the profile method of signal
to background, and combine it with the expected conver-
sion rates of signal and background in the CDT, and pre-
dict the total(signal+background) conversion rates. This
is shown in Fig. 31. At lower PT the conversion rate is
consistent with the rate expected using the background
estimates from the pro6. le method, but it does not add
significantly to our measurement. For this reason only
the data above 28 GeV has been used for the cross-section
measurement with the conversion method.

Figure 32 shows the Anal direct photon cross section for
the profile method and the conversion method, and the
results are tabulated in Table IV. Included in Table IV is
the number of events that contribute to each cross-section
point and the number of photons after background sub-
traction (there is no correction for event losses). The
profile method (first 11 points) has an additional nor-
malization uncertainty of 27%. The conversion method
(last 4 points) has a +32% (-46%) normalization uncer-
tainty. The ratio of direct photons to background can
be easily derived from Table IV, and Fig. 17 gives the
composition of the background. such that quantities such
as p/a are also easily derived.

We now compare the results from the different isola-
tion cuts, as mentioned earlier. The cross section from
the fractional 15%%uo cut is tabulated in Table V. An ad-
ditional normalization systematic uncertainty of 29% is
common to the erst 11 entries, while the normalization
uncertainty of +42% (-61%) is common to the last 4 en-
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tries. Both measurements are described well by a func-
tion of the form A/PT, with the best fit for A being
2.03 x 10 pb. Figure 33 compares the two results by
multiplying both cross sections by PT, and dividing by
A. This shows that the two cross sections are consistent
with each other, the theoretical prediction for these re-
sults is shown in the next section. The increase in the
measurement uncertainties with the less restrictive 15%
cut is also evident.

&III. COMPARISON WITH +CD PREDICTIONS

The cross-section measurement can now be compared
with @CD calculations to see how well the data and

underlying theory can constrain parton distributions,
particularly the gluon distribution. The predictions
used are those provided by Owens, described in Baer
et al. [33], and Aurenche, described in Aurenche et

al. [11]. Both calculations utilize next-to-leading or-

der matrix elements, and include the contribution from
bremsstrahlung photons and the efFect of an isolation cut.
The effects of various theoretical uncertainties will be ex-
plored, including the uncertainty on the calculation of
the bremsstrahlung process and the effects of the isola-
tion cut on it, the uncertainty due to the choice of scales
in the calculation, and the parton distributions.

Figure 34 shows the comparison between our mea-
sured cross section and the @CD prediction we use as the
standard for all subsequent plots. This prediction uses
the program of Owens with Kwiecinski-Martin-Roberts-
Stirling (KMRS) Bo —190 (A = 190) parton distribu-
tions [34]. There are three calculation scales to be cho-
sen. The renormalization scale pR is used in the evo-
lution of o.

„

the factorization scale p~ is that used in
the parton distribution evolution, and the photon frag-
mentation function scale p, f is used in the fragmentation
functions for the bremsstrahlung process. We choose all
three scales to be the photon PT. This calculation uses

(?Pr of ila Mat&od.
{Norm. Llncertointy)
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{Norm. Llncertointy)
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FIG. 32. The direct photon cross section from the profile method and the conversion method.
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TABLE IV. The cross section calculated using the profile and conversion methods is tabulated along with the statistical
uncertainty and the PT dependent component of the systematic uncertainty. This cross section uses the isolation cut of 2 t eV
in a cone around the photon. An additional normalization systematic uncertainty of 27'PD is common to the first 11 entries,
while a normalization uncertainty of +32%%uo (-46'%%uo) is common to the last 4 entries.

PT bin
(GeV/c)
14 —15
15 —17
17 —19
19 —22
22 —27
27 —28
28 —29
29 —31
31 —33
33 —35
35 —40
28 —38
38 —48
48 —58
58 —68

P~
(GeV/c)

14.5
15.9
17.9
20.4
24.0
27.5
28.5
30.0
32.0
34.0
37.3
32.2
42.4
52.5
62.6

No. Events

612
691
338
250
156
529
417
721
503
364
594

2137
522
199
77

No. Photons

263
253
177
108
79

307
272
381
344
185
266
1466
279
143
46

d o/dPrdq
[pb/(«V/c)]

3.16 x 10
1.55 x 10
1.03 x 10'
4.36 x 10
191 x 10'
1.30 x 102
1.13 x 102
7.15 x 10
6 98 x 10
3.78 x 10
2.23 x 10
6.05 x 10
1.19 x 10
6 53 x 10
2.22 x lO'

Stat.
(%%uo)

11
12
13
18
22
12
12
12
11
20
20
15
37
41
79

Sys.
(%%uo)

21
13

6
2

12
23
26
32
40
50
71

7
6
6
8

an isolation cut of 1.6 GeV in a cone of radius 0.7 around
the photon. The 1.6 GeV cut is the value best matched
to the data cut of 2.0 GeV (the 2.0 GeV included +0.86
GeV of underlying event and -0.46 GeV of detector en-
ergy losses). There is general agreement between the
data and the theory over 3 orders of magnitude in cross
section, but the data has a steeper slope at low PT. This
is also true for data from the CERN pp Collider (~s=630
GeV) [35], which is shown in Fig. 34 as well.

The visual comparison between data and theory is
aided by plotting (data-theory)/theory on a linear scale.
The following six comparisons with @CD are of this type
for a wide variety of theoretical predictions. Conclusions

from these comparisons are presented after the entire set
of predictions are shown. The default theory is described
above and shown in Fig. 34. This is represented by the
dashed line at 0.0 in each figure (unless noted otherwise).

The first set of predictions are displayed in Fig. 35 for
three different choices of p~, p~, and py. Once again the
data and theory generally agree, but the slope of the data
at low PT is steeper than the theory. To investigate the
theoretical uncertainty due to scale choices we use the
Aurenche program, which has the option of determin-
ing the "optimized" scale [15]. The Morfin-Tung set Bl
(MT-Bl) parton distributions [36] are used for all of the
Aurenche predictions in this plot. The three solid curves

TABLE V. The cross section calculated using the profile and conversion methods is tabulated
along with the statistical uncertainty and the PT dependent component of the systematic uncer-
tainty. This measurement uses an isolation cut of 15'Po of the photon PT in a cone around the
photon. An additional normalization systematic uncertainty of 29% is common to the first 11
entries, while a normalization uncertainty of +42%%uo(-61%) is common to the last 4 entries.

PT bin
(GeV/c)
14 —15
15 —17
17 —19
19 —22
22 —27
27 —28
28 —29
29 —31
31 —33
33 —35
35 —40
28 —38
38 —48
48 —58
58 —68

PT
(GeV/c)

14.5
15.9
17.9
20.4
24.0
27.5
28.5
30.0
32.0
34.0
37.3
32.2
42.4
52.5
62.6

d cr/dPTdq
[ph/(G V/c)]

3 04 x 10
1.67 x 10'
1.11 x 10
4.92 x 10
2.53 x 10
1.50 x 10
1 38 x 10
8.04 x 10
6.83 x 10
327 x 1O'
2 64 x 10
6.31 x 10
1.59 x 10
8 71 x 10
1.71 x 10

Stat.
(%%u~)

12
12
13
18
19
11
ll
12
13
26
18
16
32
33
121

Sys.
(%%uo)

16
9
4
6

17
30
34
41
51
63
89

6
6
8

15
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are as labeled p, = PT, p, = 2PT, p = optimized. The
p~ = p~ = py = PT calculations are 8'Fo higher (PT inde-
pendent) than the corresponding pR = y~ = pf = 2PT
calculations. The optimization procedure leads to scales
of p~ —PT/7, pp = pf 7PT The optimized scales
lead to systematically larger cross sections, but the cross
section does not rise at lower PT as rapidly as the data.

The dependence of the theoretical prediction on the
isolation cut and the associated bremsstrahlung diagram
leads to three sources of uncertainty. First, the calcula-
tion uses the leading order prediction for the two-jet cross
section from which the bremsstrahlung photon originates.
Second, the photon fragmentation function is only cal-
culated to leading order, and has never been measured.
Finally, the isolation cut in the theory is always an ap-
proximation of what is used in the data. The parameters
of the prediction are varied to estimate the possible size of

these effects. Figure 36 shows the default prediction with
the cone 0.7 isolation cut, as represented by the dashed
line. Also shown is the prediction with a cone of 0.4 with
very little change in the resulting cross section. Varying
the amount of energy in the cone in the prediction has
also been tested, but is not shown, and also results in very
small changes in the cross section. For example, doubling
the cone energy to 3.2 GeV increases the cross section by
5/p. Finally the prediction with the isolation cut com-

pletely removed is shown. This may seem too extreme
given that the data does have an isolation cut, but it in-

dicates the relative effect of the bremsstrahlung process.
The size of this change is also typical of the cross-section
differences in preliminary calculations of higher order cor-
rections to the bremsstrahlung process [19]. These calcu-
lations have not taken into account the isolation cut as
yet and therefore are not shown.
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FIG. 33. The combined direct photon cross sections for two diferent choices of the isolation cut, a fixed 2 GeV cut, and a

fractional 15'Fo cut. Both cross sections are scaled by PT
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The theoretical prediction is also sensitive to choices
of parton distributions. We present four different sets
of parton distributions to illustrate this. The first set is
"MRS Bo," from Ref. [37], which varies the gluon dis-
tribution by limits defined by fixed target direct photon
data [38]. The second set of parton distributions is from
"KMRS B," from Ref. [34], where the form of the gluon
distribution is altered and the effects of @CD shadow-
ing are explored. The third set of parton distributions
is Harriman-Martin-Roberts-Stirling set E [HMRS (E)],
from Ref. [39], which uses difFerent data for the quark
distributions and also varies the form of the gluon dis-
tribution. The final set of parton distributions is from
Morfin-Tung (MT) from Ref. [36], which independently
Bts the data sets used in the MRS sets. These four sets
do not include recent preliminary fits to new deep inelas-
tic scattering data [40], nor Bts including CDF b quark

cross sections [41]. Calculations using these new fits were
not available at the time of this publication.

Figure 37 demonstrates the differences in gluon distri-
butions, xG(x), from a sample of the four parton distri-
bution sets, all relative to KMRS Bo-190. The scale used
is p = x x 900, which is the approximate central photon
PT. The x range covered by the present measurement
is = 0.015—0.07, and significant difFerences are seen in
the gluon distributions. DifFerences are also seen in the
quark distributions, xQ(x), shown in Fig. 38 for the same
sample sets. These difFerences are mostly due to the sea
quarks, which are correlated with changes in the gluon
distributions.

The @CD predictions with these parton distribution
sets are now compared to the data. The default predic-
tion with KMRS Bo-190 parton distributions is shown
again in Fig. 39 (dashed line), along with calculations
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I 0 &»~ CDF &s= 1.8 TeV
(NORM. UNCERTAINTY)

210 ETAGE ~a =BSO C eV
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QCD

NLO, KMRS —B, ~=P0

20
F' (GeV/c)

FIG. 34. The isolated direct photon cross section, from both CDF and UA2, compared to a recent @CD prediction described
in the text.
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FIG. 37. The difFerent gluon distributions are coxnpared,
relative to the default KMRS B0-190.

FIG. 38. The difFerent quark distributions are compared,
relative to the default KMRS Ro-190.

using MRS Bp-200 and MRS Bp-160. The scales and iso-
lation cuts are the same for the three predictions. Ref-
erence [37] also contains parton distribution sets MRS
Bp-135 and MRS Bp-235. These are not shown since
they only change the normalization of the curves, and
do not change the shape significantly. Figure 40 shows
the predictions using Ref. [34] parton sets, and the as-
sociated change in cross section is minimal. Figure 41

displays all of the calculations using parton distributions
from Ref. [39], and the agreement with the data is gen-
erally worse than the other sets of parton distributions.
Finally the predictions using the parton sets of Ref. [36]
and the Aurenche program are shown in Fig. 42, with
similar results as the other sets. The set MT-Sl is not
plotted because it; gave predictions very similar to our
default calculation.
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FIG. 39. The input sets of parton distributions from Ref. [37] are varied in the @CD prediction, and compared with the
data.
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FIG. 40. Reference [34j parton distribution sets are varied in the +CD prediction, and compared with the CDF measurement.
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Several conclusions may be drawn from these compar-
isons. The Brst conclusion is that the data give a quali-
tative agreement with the @CD predictions over a wide
range in PT. However, the slope of the data at low P~ is
not reproduced by the theory, no matter what choice of
theoretical parameters or parton distributions are used.
The second conclusion is that the present uncertainties
in the data are comparable to the variation of the the-
ory with different parton distributions, making it difB-
cult to constrain them even if there were no theoreti-
cal uncertainty. Finally, the theoretical uncertainties at
present, based on variations of scale and the treatment
of bremsstrahlung photons, are as large as those due to
parton distributions, making the constraint of parton dis-
tributions with the inclusive cross section very dificult.

IX. SUMMARY

The first prompt photon cross-section measurement
at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider has been presented.
The details of the event selection, detector simulation,
and background subtraction have been described. Cross-
checks of the two independent background subtraction
methods have been made &om the data, and demon-
strate the accuracy of our detector simulation and other
aspects of the analysis. The data has been compared to
@CD predictions that span the range of parton distribu-
tions and theory parameters. Most of these predictions
give a qualitative agreement with the data, but none of

the predictions investigated reproduce the slope of the
measured cross section at low PT.

X. FUTURE PROSPECTS

The interest in prompt photon production is due to
the clean identification of the photon, and the gluon-
dominated production processes. This leads to the obvi-
ous goal of a test of modern sets of parton distributions,
particularly the gluon distribution, and a precise test of
@CD. A more direct measurement of the gluon distribu-
tion is possible in the future by studies of the kinematics
of the photon plus jet system, but here we test @CD and
the parton distributions with the inclusive cross section.
The present measurement has tested a previously unex-
plored center-of-mass energy and xT region, and gives a
qualitative agreement with @CD, but has a steeper slope
at low PT. As we have seen, the present uncertainties
in the measurement, both statistical and systematic, are
comparable to or somewhat smaller than the differences
between modern parton distributions, making compar-
isons possible but somewhat inconclusive. Future im-
provement in these uncertainties with more data and an
upgraded central photon detector will certainly improve
this situation. The CDF central detector has been fitted
with preshower chambers between the solenoid and the
central electromagnetic calorimeter for the 1992 Teva-
tron collider running period. These chambers will pro-
vide the same conversion probability technique as was
used in this paper, but with a more optimal, approx-
imately one radiation length, radiator provided by the
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coil and cryostat. This should allow a reduction in the
systematic uncertainties in the measurement, perhaps by
as much as a factor of three. We have also seen that the
present theoretical uncertainties in the choice of scale
and the bremsstrahlung process are comparable to or
larger than the differences between modern parton dis-
tributions. This makes the constraint of parton distribu-
tions very di%cult. Future improvement in this situation
would be welcome.
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